


Men's or Ladies Dye 

Sublimation Polo

The choice is yours! Choose from any 

EVR-Dri high performance fabric and 

let your imagination run wild with 

custom dye sublimation on front, 

back, sleeves and collar.

AP PARE L

Women's Traveler Jacket

Chilly nights, chilly o�ices and 

chilly airplanes, you've met your 

match. Lightweight and easily 

packable, this traveler jacket will 

always be on your list.

Stealth Urban Jacket

The Stealth Urban Jacket features 

ultra soft, quiet fabric and an 

athletic fit to keep your brand 

looking fresh no matter the weather. 

Custom Patch Add ons in-house.
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Women's Avalante 

1/4 Zip Pullover

Made from recycled 

polyester for reduced 

environmental impact, this 

practical pullover is a win 

for both you and nature. Men's Re-Spun 

Signature Crew

This classic crew tee style 

meets sustainability in 

Recycled Re-Spun fabric. 

The yarn is spun in Spain 

and is assembled in the USA.

Comfy Sherpa Slippers

Show customers and employees 

you care with warm and cozy 

sherpa slippers.

Full Color Slip and Slides

Take your brand step by step. The imprintable 

strap allows for great customization options 

while the eco-friendly EVA sole allows you to 

meet your sustainability needs.
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4825 Series Beanie

Speckled products are in for 

2023. Don't leave your brand 

out in the cold. Comes in 

Black, Navy and Graphite.

4515 Series Beanie

Put your logo on full 

display with this Wa�le 

Beanie. Comes in Black, 

Navy, Royal, Red, White, 

Grey and Brown.

Clog Jibbitz

Pop some personality into your shoes 

with custom-branded Jibbitz - the perfect 

addition to your favorite pairs of clogs. 

Easy plug-in and take-out enable quick 

switch-up to always keep your look fresh.

The Clog

Customize The Clog with any logo or 

design to help your brand lead the way.
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Elemental Co�ee Shirt

The Elemental Co�ee Shirt is 

made with 50% recycled co�ee 

grounds and 50% recycled plastic. 

Featuring wrinkle-free fabric 

and UV protection rating UPF 45. 

Available in both Men's and Ladies'.

Travis Mathew Sunset 

Blocked Polo

Catch a sunset in this easygoing, 

colorblocked polo. A center white 

stripe gives it a sporty look while 

wrinkle resistance, 4-way stretch 

and quick-drying technology 

ensure unparalleled performance.

The Get Lit

Get Lit! These 100 % custom 

light up shoes are sure to 

make a statement. Keeping 

continuous illumination of the 

7 lit color settings and various 

color changing speeds, these 

stunning shoes will brighten 

the promotion of any brand.
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The Belt Bag

Sustainable, stylish and functional. 

The Belt Bag crossbody is made from 

recycled polyester and features an 

adjustable strap, two small interior 

pockets, one large interior pocket 

and an exterior pocket at the back.

BAGS

The Pouch

This all-purpose pouch is made from 

recycled polyester and features a top 

zipper for easy access and a bottom 

handle for on-the-go e�iciency. With 

two small internal pockets and a 

large magnetic pocket, you are sure to 

stay organized.

The Backpack

Minimal on the outside, 

functional on the inside 

and sustainable all 

around! The Day Owl 

backpack is designed to 

carry you through your 

day, wherever it may 

take you.
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FeatherSoft Clear Travel Bag

This bag o�ers an updated twist on 

a classic design. Perfect for sporting 

events, concerts and festivals thanks 

to its convenient size and transparent 

material, which meets most stadium 

and concert guidelines.

Olympus Kooler 

Backpack

This premium Koozie® 

Olympic Kooler Backpack is 

water-resistant with great 

storage, attached bottle 

opener, top carry handle 

and padded shoulder 

straps. Easily fits 24 cans 

plus ice for enjoying a full 

day of activities.

Collapsible Backpack

The durable ripstop material, 

water-resistant coating, 

breathable mesh straps and 

option for side pockets make 

this collapsible backpack 

great for any hike or stroll 

around town. Reach maximum 

customization with placement 

printing on the front panel and 

pouch, and full color printing 

over the entire backpack!
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Osprey Arcane™ 

Large Day

Durable and sustainable, the Arcane 

Large Day backpack is constructed 

with recycled polyester fabric made 

from 10.5 plastic bottles. It holds a 

15" laptop and includes a document 

sleeve and multiple pockets to keep 

you organized on the go.

Luna Crossbody Bag

The Luna Crossbody Bag is 

the perfect companion for all 

of life's adventures. The ability 

to wear this versatile and 

expressive bag multiple ways 

makes it great for travel, 

concerts or everyday errands.

Osprey Daylite Cinch

Reach for this pack for quick errands, 

day hikes and afternoons at the beach. 

Built with an eye toward sustainability 

using high-quality bluesign® approved 

recycled fabrics, GRS-certified recycled 

nylon and a PFC-free DWR coating.

Cooler Backpack by Twine®

Sleek and modern. Keep drinks, 

appetizers or cheese cold with this 

insulated backpack that is perfect for 

picnics or any outdoor adventure.
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The Brevitē Backpack

Compact, lightweight and functional, this 

everyday laptop backpack is perfect for work, 

travel and everything in between.

Cascade Waterproof Backpack

Be outdoor ready with the ultra-lightweight, 

innovative design of the Cascade Backpack. 

Features reinforced PVC fabric, waterproof 

heat welded seams and roll-top closure 

to keep your items protected on all of your 

adventures.

Custom Grey Du�le

Go out and about in style 

with a custom du�le bag 

that is proudly made in 

the USA. Perfect for travel 

or everyday use.
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DR INKWARE

Insta-Chill Standard Can Sleeve

The Insta-Chill uses active cooling gel 

technology to chill any room temperature 

drink in 10 minutes. Just place the can cooler 

in the freezer for 1 hour and wrap around your 

favorite 12 oz can. The flexible design makes it 

comfortable in the hand and lets you unfold it 

into a flat cold pack for coolers and more.

Skinny Can Cooler

Keep your favorite 

beverages cool this 

summer. Fits 12oz slim 

cans like Truly™, White 

Claw™, Red Bull™ and 

other popular brands

Asobu Black 

Frosty Beer

Beer lovers unite! The Asobu 

Black Frosty Beer Cooler keeps 

your beer chilled for hours. The 

integrated bottle opener takes 

it to the next level, ensuring 

you're never scrambling for an 

opener again. Fits standard 

sized beer bottles and cans.

Asobu Marina ICT400

True 2-in-1 functionality. The 

Marina is the perfect travel 

companion with a durable, 

spill-proof straw tumbler and 

a detachable insulated co�ee 

mug. Features a slip-proof 

silicone rubber base and an 

additional lid for hot drinks.
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Artisan 16oz Tumbler

Enjoy that at-home-co�ee or 

tea experience - even on the 

go. Upgrade your mug with 

the world's first completely 

ceramic lid travel tumbler 

with swiveling stopper.

22oz Bottle

This will be your new 

favorite water bottle. 

Keeping contents cold 

up to 24 hours and 

hot 6+ hours, this 22oz 

bottle is sure to be 

your go-to.

Pink Skinny Mini Flask

Keep the party going! Perfect 

for stashing in smaller bags for 

a night on the town, the Skinny 

Mini is the right size to hold a 

cocktail, your liquor of choice 

or a bit of water to sip between 

living it up on the dance floor.
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Asobu Orb SBV30

With its stylish colors, unique shape 

and perfected features, the Orb 

bottle is sure to wow. The lid of this 

game-changing bottle doubles as a 

cup, o�ering the perfect amount for 

each sip.

Asobu Buddy

The Buddy comes with a 

detachable water bowl at 

the bottom of the bottle 

so you can hydrate your 

dog while you drink from 

the top with no cross 

contamination.

Iconic Charm Bottle 20oz

The Iconic Charms bottle is 

revolutionizing the way people 

accessorize and personalize 

their favorite bottles. This unique 

and innovative product features 

a detachable silicone handle, 

including three charms and two 

additional slots for the ultimate 

customization experience.
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Individually Packaged 

Custom Stu�ed Cookie

Let your brand win hearts with 

these delicious, soft-baked, gourmet 

cookies filled with gooey centers of 

cookie butter, nutella, peanut butter, 

cheesecake and more.

Thoughtfulls - Yay You

Capture hearts and inspire 

others with these pop-open 

cards featuring messages to 

brighten someone's day.

GIFTS
Custom Cookie Shot

A twist on grandmas' classic 

recipe. These customizable Cookie 

Shots combine all of your favorite 

things into a dish-free, memorable, 

premium dessert experience.

Custom Wood Packaging

We plant a tree for EVERY custom wood 

package that we produce through our 

"BUY ONE. PLANT ONE." program. Each 

package comes with an individual card 

that shows the location of where the 

tree was planted.
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Modern Sprout® Plant Parent Care Kit

Everything you need to care for your leafy children. Includes 

a plant nutrient mix, a powder-coated stainless steel soil 

scoop, a brush for keeping foliage dust-free and precision 

tweezers for pruning in hard-to-reach places.

HOMEGOODS

Modern Sprout® Glow & 

Grow Live Well Gift Set

Burn, plant, and grow! This ceramic 

candle vessel transforms into a 

planter after the flame has burned 

down and includes a complete kit to 

grow aloe.
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Corbet Blanket

The Signature Corbet Quilted Fabric is now 

in an absurdly soft, cozy blanket. It comes 

in two colors and makes the perfect gift.

True Cap Bottle 

Stopper

Cap the top of any 

wine. This handy 

stopper works on both 

regular wine bottles 

and screw tops.

Picnic Blanket Set

With its nautical pinstripes and waterproof 

lining, this blanket calls for a romantic picnic 

under a shady tree or a sunny lunch at the 

beach. A genuine leather carrier and four 

picnic stakes are conveniently included for a 

carefree outdoor date.
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Deluxe Size Stonehouse 

Sweatshirt Blanket

With its enormous size and 

extra-large imprint, this luxury-

size blanket feels like a much 

bigger version of your favorite 

sweatshirt! Rugged and durable, 

this blanket is travel-friendly 

and has year-round appeal.

Adventure Candle

The Adventure Candle 

is made with soy wax 

grown in the USA and 

handcrafted with care in 

St. Paul, MN. One tree is 

planted for every candle 

sold. 50 hour burn time.

LVL Coasters

The LVL Coasters come in a set of four and 

are presented in a metal holder. This high-

quality, customizable drinkware accessory 

is open to full-color artwork on the coaster's 

surface while the edges and back may be 

customized with a PMS-matched color.
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Custom Classic 

Layflat Notebook

Looking for a notebook that 

has no ghosting or bleeding? 

This custom notebook has 

ultra thick 100 gsm paper, is 

made for your favorite pencil, 

pen, or marker and allows 

you to choose the design and 

style with ease.

Glass Dry Erase Desktop 

Computer Pad

Elevate your space and maximize 

your work area with the Quartet 

Dry-Erase Desktop Computer Pad. 

The board is designed to sit perfectly 

between a keyboard and monitor 

and is angled for comfortable 

reading and writing.

OFFICE

7.75" x 7.75" Custom Journal

This custom line of journals is versatile 

and unique, made in exclusive PU leather 

and can reflect your brand's identity in 

an experience around the journal.
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Floating Water Resistant 

Cell Phone Holder

Great for rainy events, boating, 

kayaking, at the pool, lake, ocean 

or anywhere water is not your 

phone's friend!

Flikr Fire Personal Fireplace

Operating on just isopropyl rubbing alcohol, FLIKR Fire 

personal fireplaces safely brings the mesmerizing, 

peaceful and fascinating nature of flame anywhere 

you go - indoors or outdoors.

EPEX™ Ash Cave Solar 

Camping Lantern

Light up your brand with the EPEX™ 

Ash Cave Solar Camping Lantern. The 

retractable hook can be used to hang 

anywhere while you utilize the sun for 

charging. This 600 lumen lantern o�ers 

high, medium, low, strobe and SOS 

lighting options.

O UTDOO R
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Round Subli-Plush 

Velour Beach Towel

Whether you're lounging by 

the pool or headed to the 

beach, this towel is a great 

way to relax while putting 

your brand on display. The 

soft and absorbent polyester 

with cotton loop terry reverses 

to an ultra-smooth microfiber 

side that's optimized for full 

color sublimation printing.

Igloo Playmate Pal

Take the iconic Igloo® 

Playmate Pal to your next 

outdoor event! Made in the 

USA, its 7-quart capacity fits 

9 cans and was designed 

in a go-anywhere size for 

average-sized lunch appetites 

at work or at play.
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Mini SubWOOFer

Enjoy your favorite tunes at work, 

home or on-the-go with this quirky, 

dachshund-shaped wireless speaker 

that brings the beats wherever it goes.

TECH
Phone Kickstand

Free your hands up when watching 

videos, video chatting or reading 

with the Phone Kickstand. Its slim, 

folding design doesn't get in the 

way when not in use and the 3M 

adhesive leaves no sticky residue.

iHue Light Bar

The iHue Light Bar is the adjustable 

ambience you need for home, o�ice, or 

dorm room. Features 11 vibrant color 

options, multiple color-changing modes, 

and speed/brightness controls for the 

ultimate lighting experience at the click 

of a button.
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Cyborg MagSafe Power Bank

Leap into the future with the Cyborg 

MagSafe Power Bank. Its sleek and 

distinctive design includes fast charging 

technology, a versatile Type-C port, 

a convenient Lightning port for easy 

recharging and upright phone stand 

perfect for watching videos or making 

video calls.

H2O Speaker with 

Custom Strap

A stylish and tough water-

resistant Bluetooth speaker 

that delivers great sound 

quality to pump you up on 

your way to the gym or your 

next big business meeting.

Trio Charger

The Trio Qi is a compact 3-in-1 

travel charger that o�ers 

exceptional portability and 

charging versatility with its 

tri-folding design.
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Luna Wrist Lanyard

Small but powerful, the 

Luna Wrist Lanyard will 

keep you organized and 

moving no matter where 

life takes you.

TRADESHOW

Custom Decals

The sky is the limit! Choose 

from several material and 

adhesive combinations 

for high-quality decals, 

stickers or clings.
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Mini Lily Space Bag

The Mini Lily Space Bag is a fully 

customizable tote bag that 

enables you to print full color 

and coverage to help your brand 

standout in any crowd.
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Thank you!

Contact us for more info, pricing, and MOQ.

Prices and availability are subject to change without notice.

Setup and packaging fees not included.

 

 

We’d love to hear from you!

P: 800-266-1665

E: younglifestore@halo.com

instagram.com/younglifestore


